Objectives
The most important example of elementary Quantum Mechanics -the linear harmonic oscillator describes vibrations in molecules and their counterparts in solids, the phonons -many more physical systems can, at least approximetely, be described using this model -the modes of the electromagnetic field (photons-bosons) provide the conceptual building blocks of microscopic physics (field quantization) -string theory (Great Unification Theory in physics)
The Schrödinger equation for the harmonic oscillator
The stationary solutions have the form where is determined by
The time-dependant Schrödinger equation: -dominant behavior of φ in the asymptotic region ξ->+/-~ , n has to be finite -the boundary conditions (the integral of probability function has to converge H(ξ) is polynomial of finite order n in ξ (ξ n )
The Schrödinger equation is modified to achieve a convinient mathematical form:
Solutions are found assuming H in the form:
The equation (*) is to be valid for all values of ξ, so that, once we substitude H into the equation, the coefficient of each power of ξ can be equated to zero Discussion of the validity of the calcualted coefficients 1. H(ξ) can be chosen to be either even or odd in ξ (see particle in the box problem and the parity discussion) and therefore a 1 and all the other odd-subsript coefficients are zero. The wave function is then even or odd, accordingly (s=0 or s=1; see (**)) 2. The existance of a finite or infinite number of terms depends on the choice of s and the λ ( is related to eigenvalue E/hω c ). The series (**) must terminate and therefore λ=2s+2ν+1.
For s=0 or 1, one obtains λ=2ν+1 or 2ν + 3 and this value is related to even or odd wave function.
Both cases can be expressed in terms of quantum number n: The quantum number n is the highest value of s+ν in the series for H. It will be denoted that H n is of degree n in ξ and is even or odd according as n is even or odd.
H n (ξ) is known as n th Hermite polynomial
The corresponding eigenfunction φ n (ξ) has the parity of n and has n nodes. 1. There is infinite sequence of energy levels and the equal spacing between them 2. The ground state energy has the finite value 1/2h / ω c -zero-point energyand is related to the uncertainty principle 
